When the excision repair process of eukaryote cells is arrested by inhibitors of repair synthesis including hydroxyurea (H U ), l-/3-D-arabinofuranosylcytosine (araC) or aphidicolin, major cellular changes follow the accumulation of repair-associated DN A breaks. These changes, each of which reflects more or less severe cellular stress, include cycle delay, chromosome behaviour, fall in NAD level, the development of double-stranded D N A breaks, rapid chromosome fragmentation and cell killing. Disruption of the repair process by agents such as araC after therapeutic D N A damage may, therefore, have some potential value in cancer treatment. The extreme cellular problems associated with the artificial arrest of repair may have their subtler counterparts elsewhere, and we discuss several systems where delays in the completion of excision repair in the absence of repair synthesis inhibitors have marked repercussions on cell viability. We also show that the average completion time of an excision repair patch varies according to the state of cell culture, and that completion time is extended after treatment with insulin or following trypsin detachment. Under certain growth conditions ultraviolet irradiation followed by mitogenic stimulation results in double-stranded DN A breakage and additional cell killing, and we discuss these data in the light of protocols that have been used successfully to transform human or rodent cells in vitro. Finally, we consider whether the rejoining of DN A breaks accumulated by repair synthesis inhibitors is a valid model system for studying ligation, and show that this protocol provides an extremely sensitive assay for most incision events and, thereby, a means for discriminating between normal human cells on the one hand, and Cockayne's Syndrome cells and their heterozygotes on the other.
INTRODUCTION
T he response of cells to D N A damaging agents is complex. In addition to long term genetic changes (ranging from point mutations to chromosome aberrations) there are many profound shifts in metabolism that occur much earlier. These include dramatic changes in the size and composition of deoxyribonucleotide triphosphate pools (Newman & Miller, 1984) , inhibition of transcription (Hackett et al. 1978) , nucleolar disruption and inhibition of protein synthesis (Collins et al. 1981) , induction of proteolytic activity (Miskin & Reich, 1980) , and arrest of D N A replication (Painter, 1977) . In addition, D N A repair pathways are activated. Clearly, these must function most actively in eukaryote cells under conditions of serious cellular stress. Stress is a rather general term, though fairly widely used in a repair context (e.g. see Friedberg, 1985) . In prokaryotes stress associated with D N A damage invokes the coordinated S O S response (Radman, 1974) , one consequence being error-prone repair (Witkin, 1976) . Though there is some evidence for an SO S response in eukaryote cells (e.g. see Sarasin & Benoit, 1986) , the biochemical mechanism has not been identified. In this chapter the term stress is used in two ways. We examine the various cellular consequences that follow arrest of the excision repair process by inhibitors of repair synthesis. In general such inhibitors exacerbate and compound the cellular stress due to D N A damage. We also examine operation of the excision repair process itself when stress is applied to it by way of limiting the D N A precursor supply. One of the aims of this chapter is to chronicle some consequences of repair inhibition after ultraviolet (u.v.) damage and to consider how the stress induced by artificially blocking repair with inhibitors is a model for situations occurring normally in certain cells and conditions.
ARTIFICIAL INHIBITION OF u .v.-INDUC ED EXCISION REPAIR
Com plex enzymic mechanisms involving several steps should in theory be susceptible to a number of specific inhibitors whose application results in the accumulation of intermediate products. T his is, as yet, only partly true in the case of the pathway for u.v.-induced excision repair. Fig. 1 shows a cartoon from 1984 (Collins & Johnson, 1984) depicting the points in the excision repair process at which different inhibitors were thought to act. For the best-characterized repair synthesis inhibitors, agents such as hydroxyurea, which reduces the supply of D N A precursors, and more or less specific inhibitors of D N A polymerase a such as aphidicolin or araC, the main application described in this chapter is that, in concert, such inhibitors can be used over short periods after u.v. irradiation to accumulate large numbers of D N A breaks created by the incision step of the repair process. T he inhibition of repair synthesis by H U and polymerase inhibitors is thoroughly substantiated and has been reviewed recently (Collins & Johnson, 1984; Collins et al. 1984) ; it need concern us no further here except to note that it provides the most effective way of setting up abundant unligated excision repair sites with which to study subsequently the process of break sealing. T h is topic will be discussed later in the chapter.
T urning to novobiocin, a less-traditional inhibitor of replicative and repair D N A synthesis, the evidence in favour of its supposed mode of action via the inhibition of a topoisomerse-II-mediated preincision step must now be regarded as questionable. Novobiocin blocks the accumulation of u.v.-induced incision events by araC plus H U , monitored either by alkaline unwinding or nucleoid sedimentation (Collins & Johnson, 1979a; Mattern et al. 1982; Downes et al. 1985) , and it also inhibits unscheduled D N A synthesis (Mattern & Scudiero, 1981) . It is less effective when aphidicolin is used (Clarkson & Mitchell, 1983; Downes et al. 1985) , probably because, unlike araC, aphidicolin does not require phosphorylation before it can act as an inhibitor. D espite an old observation (Frei et al. 1958 ) that novobiocin inhibits oxidative phosphorylation, it was only recently that its effect on mitochondria was revealed, when Downes et al. (1985) reported the massive (yet reversible) and rapid change in mitochondrial structure induced by the drug (Fig. 2) . T he shift in structure was associated with a fivefold reduction over 30 min in the ratio of A T P to A D P , an effect that presumably helps to explain the reduction in the amount of phosphorylated araC in the soluble pool during this period. Given the considerable energy dependence of excision repair, the inhibitory effect of novobiocin can at present be as easily attributed to constraint of energy supply as to inhibition of a putative topoisomerase-mediated pre-incision step.
SOME CONSEQUENCES OF INHIBITED EXCISION REPAIR
Inhibition of repair synthesis by agents such as H U , araC and aphidicolin, acting after the incision step, results in an exaggeration of many cellular responses to u.v. Some of these are listed in T able 1. Not included in this table is the feedback inhibition of the repair process itself, due to immobilization of the repair polymerase, and presum ably the associated endonuclease, at the inhibited site. Studies of feedback inhibition may thus yield information about the assembly and stability of excision repair components (Snyder et al. 1981; Squires et al. 1982) . A detailed analysis of the process reveals considerable complexity in these interactions: the efficiency of feedback inhibition increases with time after irradiation, and the process culminates in a paradoxical state in which no further excision occurs, though many lesions remain unrepaired and the capacity to perform further incision in response to fresh lesions is only partly diminished (Downes, 1984) . But we will not deal with this topic further in this chapter. An important general point to stress is that a brief treatment with inhibitors is usually sufficient to elicit the effects listed in Table 1 .
Cell killing and the importance of DNA precursor pools
T h e most consistent feature of repair inhibition in u.v.-irradiated cells is additional cell killing, the extent of which depends on the stage in the cell cycle when u.v. was given and the type of inhibitor used. For many years it has been recognized that inhibitors of D N A synthesis (in the absence of D N A damage) selectively kill cells in S phase (Chu & Fischer, 1962; Sinclair, 1965 Sinclair, , 1967 Pfeiffer & Tolmach, 1967; Burg et al. 1977) , a not unexpected finding, though exactly how killing is achieved remains speculative; one possibility is that disruption of D N A replication results in the production of lethal chromosome aberrations (Yu & Sinclair, 1968) . T h e effect of inhibitors after u.v. is best studied, therefore, in other stages of the cycle. F or example, a 3 h incubation of H eL a cells in 10-2 M-HU, after u.v. irradiation in mitosis or early G\, resulted in greater killing than u.v. alone (Schor et al. 1975) . T he cycle-related pattern of killing of synchronized Chinese hamster ovary cells, u.v.-irradiated and incubated for 90m in with H U , first suggested that the size of the D N A precursor pool is an important parameter in the overall D N A repair capability (Burg et al. 1977) . Mitotic and G2 CHO cells have large pools (Skoog et al. 1973; Walters et al. 1973 ) and show no, or only slight, additional u.v.-associated killing when a 90m in pulse of H U is given. In mid G\, at a time when precursor pools are much smaller, H U promotes u.v. killing: an effect that is nullified by the simultaneous provision of D N A precursors. Burg et al. (1977) concluded from these results that, by inhibiting the synthesis of D N A precursors, H U can disrupt repair D N A synthesis to such an extent that cell death occurs. Since the main effect of H U is to inhibit ribonucleotide reductase, a key enzyme in D N A precursor provision (Thelander & Reichard, 1979) and since the lethal effect of H U after u.v. damage apparently varies in relation to precursor pool size, this suggests that variations in cell sensitivity to u.v. radiation are, in turn, reflections of the size or availability of the pool: a point to which we will return shortly.
araC on its own also causes additional killing of u.v.-irradiated mitotic and G\ C H O cells; a 30 min exposure is not enough but 2 h is (Collins et al. 1980) . As would be expected, in combination araC or aphidicolin plus hydroxyurea potentiate u.v. killing. Fig. 3 shows u.v. survival curves of a log phase repair-competent human cell, H D 1, given 90 min exposures to H U plus aphidicolin at two different times after u.v. In this case, treatment immediately after u.v. markedly reduces survival whereas treatment at about 4 h after u .v ., when there is much less repair activity, does not have much effect on survival. Given that inhibitors such as those used in the studies mentioned above result in the arrest of incision soon after u.v. (Snyder et al. 1981; Squires et al. 1982; Downes, 1984) , with the consequence that continued dimer removal is blocked (Snyder et al. 1981) , the prolonged presence of dimers in the D N A might be considered likely to account for the enhanced u.v. killing in the presence of inhibitor. However, calculations of the sort described by Collins et al. (1980) , which take into account dimers that are not removed when inhibitors are used, strongly suggest that this is unlikely to be the case. For example, after 10 J m -2 H D 1 cells incubated over a 30 min period with H U plus araC (a suitable substitute for aphidicolin) accumulate nine breaks per 109 dal tons (Johnson et al. 1985) , and so a 90 min incubation would temporarily prevent the removal of, at most, 27, dimers per 109 daltons, corresponding to a u.v. dose of about 2 J m -2 . It is, however, clear from data in Fig. 3 that the effect on survival of 90 min post-u.v. exposure to aphidicolin/H U is greater than would be produced by delivering an extra 2 J m -2 of u .v. T h e 'extra' lethality associated with repair inhibition strongly suggests that breaks accumulated during this period are intrinsically more lethal then the dimers that would otherwise have been replaced.
T urning to the relationship between D N A precursor availability and survival after u .v ., it is clear that supplementing medium with D N A precursors enhances survival after u .v ., most spectacularly for unstimulated B and T lymphocytes (Yew & Johnson, 1979) , but also very strongly for fibroblasts (Collins & Johnson, 19796) . T he greatest improvements in survival promoted by precursor supplement are in those cells (such as quiescent lymphocytes) or cycle stages (Go, early G\) where D N A precursor pools are known or expected to be very small (Munch-Petersen et al. 1973; Sk o og^i al. 1973; Snyder, 1984) . In these cases, therefore, we might conclude that precursor availability is likely to be a major rate-limiting factor in the repair of u.v. damage.
Cell killing a n d secondary consequences o f inhibited repair
Survival curves of repair-inhibited cells, such as those in Fig. 3 , should not be taken at face value. T hat is to say the cellular response to primary D N A damage may be modified by, among other things, changes in cycle progression. For example, as Mayne (1984) has shown, inhibitors greatly increase the u.v. arrest of transcription, a perturbation serious enough to result in cycle delay. Fig. 4 shows that u.v. irradiation of synchronized G\ cells, followed by a short pulse of aphidicolin/H U or especially of araC /H U results in considerable delay in the onset of D N A synthesis (I. Rasko & R. T . Johnson, unpublished data), providing, in effect, an extended pre-51 phase period when potentially lethal lesions might be removed (Simons, 1979) . T h is is one possibility, but inspection of the survival curves suggests that it must be et al. 1986) , was reversibly blocked in mitosis by nitrous oxide arrest (Johnson et al. 1978) , and released into G\ phase 2-5 h later; w hen m ore th a n 9 0 % of cells had entered G\ m edium was rem oved and th e c ellsu . outweighed by more damaging consequences of the inhibited repair process itself. As we discussed earlier, diminished rates of dimer removal in the presence of inhibitors cannot entirely account for the substantial potentiation of killing observed and one must, therefore, suspect the development of secondary and more hazardous consequences, presumably at the D N A level.
Cell killing, D N A a n d chromosome fragm entation
We can obtain more precise and primary information about the potentiation of cell killing by repair synthesis inhibitors from a study of chromosome aberrations. In general, incubation with inhibitors is associated with increased frequencies of chromosome gaps and breaks, a phenomenon that, as Taylor et al. (1962) correctly inferred, results from the deprivation of precursor supply necessary to sustain adequate D N A repair. Several recent reviews have dealt with this area (e.g. see Collins & Johnson, 1984; Kihlman & Natarajan, 1984; Bryant & Iliakis, 1984) and these should be consulted for further details. However, it is clear that many uncertainties remain in the aetiology of chromosome aberrations, mostly related to the long time scale over which it is necessary to allow them to develop before cells reach mitotis. We (and others) have therefore been interested in developing more immediate chromosome techniques for exploring the relationship between D N A damage, repair and its inhibition, and the production of chromosome aberrations. Tw o procedures have been used: one, the cell fusion technique of premature chromosome condensation, which allows one to look directly at interphase chromosomes without waiting for them to enter mitosis (Johnson et al. 1982; Hittelman, 1984) ; and the second, metaphase repair, makes use exclusively of the mitotic cell (with fully packed chromosomes) to generate aberrations during this phase of the cycle (Mullinger & Johnson, 1985) .
u.v. irradiation of metaphase or interphase cells followed by repair inhibition results in massive chromosome decondensation dependent on both time and dose. M etaphase and prematurely condensed chromosomes (PC C ) finally lose all apparent structure (Schor et al. 1975; Mullinger & Johnson, 1985) (Fig. 5 ). Decondensation continues long after D N A strand breaks, as measured by alkaline unwinding, have saturated ( Fig. 6 ). T h is figure also shows that accumulated breaks mostly disappear when the inhibitors, in this case araC and H U , are removed. Inspection of chromosomes from such cells, after reversal of inhibition (Mullinger & Johnson, 1985) reveals that though the bulk of strand breaks are rejoined there is an abundance of chromosome aberrations, mostly in the form of chromatid breaks (Fig. 7) . T he degree of chromosome fragmentation depends on the duration of repair inhibition and the u.v. dose (Mullinger & Johnson, 1985) . For G\ PC C the picture is similar (Hittelman, 1984; Hittelman & Pollard, 1984) , with fragmentation revealed after a period of inhibition. Fig. 8 contrasts the appearance of normal G\ PC C from a human fibroblast with those from a G\ cell irradiated with 10 J m -2 and incubated for 90 min with aphidicolin and H U before inhibitors were removed and cells fused to produce P C C . Fragmentation is evident. T able 2 supplies quantitative information and a comparison of the effects of araC /H U and aphidicolin/H U inhibition on PC C fragmentation in normal and Cockayne's Syndrome (C S) fibroblasts. Both cell types respond similarly at this u.v. dose, and it appears that araC has a stronger effect on fragmentation than aphidicolin, a point we will return to later.
Since virtually all single strand D N A breaks are removed after inhibitor reversal, this being particularly true for aphidicolin (see below), chromosome breakage probably reflects the small proportion of residual, barely detectable double strand (D S ) D N A breaks. U sing neutral elution or viscoelastometry, several groups have shown that D S D N A breaks develop in a time-and dose-related manner as a consequence of repair inhibition (Bradley & Taylor, 1983; Filatov & Noskin, 1983 ), while Hittelman (1984 and Mullinger & Johnson (1985) have related the appearance of D S breaks to the development of chromosome fragmentation. D S breaks can develop rapidly in these cells as the data in Fig. 9 show. Here a normal human fibroblast and a permanent human cell line, H D 1, irradiated with 10 J m " 2, were incubated with araC /H U for up to 90 min and at various points the presence of D S breaks was assessed. Clearly, after 20 min of inhibition, elution behaviour has changed, implying the early development of D S lesions. T he figure also shows that aphidicolin is as effective as araC in promoting D S breaks. Removal of the inhibitors (Mullinger & Johnson, 1985, and Fig. 9 ), or removal plus addition of D N A precursors, results in some loss of D S breaks, a finding in agreement with the results of Bryant & Iliakis (1984) using araA in combination with X-irradiation. We assume that in our system remaining D S breaks are reflected in chromosome fragmentation, though we do not have a quantitative correlation between the two. A small proportion of the D S breaks may be accounted for by overlap of inhibited repair sites in opposite strands, an idea proposed by Filatov & Noskin (1983) , and one that is marginally strengthened by data suggesting that the size of repair patch in the presence of inhibitors is greater than usual (Clarkson, 1978; Francis et al. 1979; T h 'ng & Walker, 1986) . It is worth pointing out, however, that the increased size of repair patch in the presence of inhibitors is likely to be trivial (from 20 to 50 bases)
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CONCLUSIONS DRAWN ABOUT STRESS ASSOCIATED WITH REPAIR SYNTHESIS INHIBITORS
Despite our rather general ignorance of detailed metabolic changes that follow u.v. irradiation and subsequent incubation with inhibitors of D N A repair synthesis, we are now in a stronger position to conclude that the substantial extra killing that is commonly found with H U , araC and aphidicolin is predominantly due to degradative changes occurring at many of the inhibited sites of repair. T he most important change in terms of potential lethality is the D S D N A break. Some of these can be repaired; others will form the basis of chromosome fragmentation, probably the immediate cause of lethality. Metaphase repair and PCC techniques allow us to narrow the time-scale between D N A damage, repair events and their perturbation, and the development of chromosome aberrations. It remains possible, however, that brief distortions of the repair process by inhibitors have additional deleterious and, as Quiescent normal human fibroblasts or Cockayne's Syndrome fibroblasts (GM1856) were plated into dishes, allowed to attach and 2 h later, where appropriate, inhibitors were added as follows: HU (1 0 -2 m ), araC (1 0 -4 m ), aphidicolin (1 0 /ig m P 1) for 30min pre u.v. incubation, u.v. was delivered in situ in PBS, and post-incubation with the appropriate inhibitors was given for 1 h. At this point inhibitors were removed; the cultures washed and each of the four deoxyribonucleosides (10~4m) added, where indicated, for 30 min. At this time each culture was removed from its dish and fused with twice the number of mitotic H eLa cells to induce premature chromosome condensation (Johnson & Rao, 1970) . Standard chromosome preparations were made and spreads containing PCC were photographed for scoring. 20 PCC were scored for each of the inhibited samples, and 10 for the u. yet, unknown consequences for excision repair and such disturbance may contribute to cell killing. T he most likely interpretation of the effect of novobiocin on repair probably arises from the cellular stress it induces via its disturbance of A TP metabolism. T h is mechanism can account for its potency until other data are produced.
POTENTIAL THERAPEUTIC VALUE OF TREATMENT WITH DNA REPAIR

INHIBITORS
T he conversion of repair sites to lethal strand-breaks by D N A repair inhibitors offers possibilities in the chemotherapy of cancer. Potentially the most useful agent in this respect is araC, since its effect is not easily reversible. araC, acting as an inhibitor of replicative synthesis, is already widely used in chemotherapy, being the most effective agent for the treatment of myeloid leukaemia (Frei et al. 1969) . Other tumours are more refractory to treatment with araC, in some cases because their replicative polymerase is less sensitive to inhibition (Tanaka & Yoshida, 1982) . But even without replicative incorporation, the combination of araC and a D N A dam aging agent is, as we have seen, more lethal than the damage alone. K ufe et al. (1984) have shown that the increased lethality correlates well with the incorporation of araC T P into repair patches. araC, or possibly other repair inhibitors, might therefore effectively increase the effectiveness of D N A damaging agents used therapeutically. In this context it is worth noting that the efficiency of discrimination against araC T P , as a substrate for incorporation, may be less with repair polymerases than with replicative polymerases, and be less in transformed than in diploid cells (Elliott & Downes, 1986) .
PERTURBATION OF LATE STAGES IN THE EXCISION REPAIR PROCESS WITHOUT THE USE OF INHIBITORS
T he gross effects associated with inhibited repair that have been chronicled may have their subtler counterparts elsewhere. For example, there are several cases where, without our interference, cells behave very much as though their post incision repair processes were inhibited or delayed. Here, though the effects are less extreme, they may be far more biologicaly significant. T he best examples of delayed repair are seen in the Chinese hamster mutant EM 9 (see Thom pson et al. 1987, this volume) and in the human fibroblast designated 46 B R (Webster et al. 1982) . In both these cases, in the absence of inhibitors, the disappearance of repair-induced breaks is poor compared with wild-type counterparts (Thom pson et al. 1982; Squires & Johnson, 1983; T eo et al. 1983) . A survey of human cells has revealed that C S fibroblasts also accumulate breaks in the absence of inhibitors, but only if they have recently undergone trypsinization (Squires & Johnson, 1983) . C S cells irradiated up to 6 h after trypsin treatment accumulated significant numbers of breaks by comparison with normal cells, though always to a lesser degree than 46 BR . Unlike 46 B R this disturbed C S state can be alleviated by providing D N A precursors, implicating a possible abnormality in C S cells of precursor production or of the polymerization process itself in C S cells.
Normally, human fibroblasts do not generate long-lived breaks (unless treated with repair inhibitors) but in special circumstances they can. Squires et al.
(unpublished) have investigated conditions under which delayed repair occurs. In particular, we have examined the dependence of break accumulation on trypsin detachment of cells in different growth states, seeking to establish whether the protocols used to transform human or rodent cells also impede the repair process. One mitogen, insulin, has been employed with success in .transformation studies (Milo et al. 1981; Um eda et al. 1963 ) and its effect on excision repair has been examined. Fig. 10 illustrates the excision repair behaviour of cells in three growth states given 4 J m -2 of u.v. over a 60 min period. T he three cell states are log cultures reseeded 3 h earlier (A), quiescent cultures ( B ) ; and cultures seeded 3 h earlier from quiescence (C ). Each data set includes time courses of D N A break frequencies in the presence and absence of repair synthesis inhibitors, and both of these conditions have an additional variable, the presence or absence of insulin. Several points are clear. First, in the presence of inhibitors each culture shows a similar profile of break accumulation, and insulin has little or no effect. Second, in the absence of inhibitors there are few long-lived breaks in log reseeded or quiescent cultures; but there are many more in cultures recently reseeded from quiescence, amounting to about 103 per cell. T hird, insulin increases the frequency of long-lived breaks in each culture, with the greatest net value in quiescent reseeded cells of about 5 X 103/ cell. D ata such as these in Fig. 10 allow us to estimate the average time taken to complete a repair site in human fibroblasts (Squires et al. unpublished) . We assume that for a given culture state all repair sites give rise to breaks in the presence of inhibitors, and that all sites take the same time to be completed in the absence of inhibitors. Clearly, not all repair sites are converted into breaks in the presence of inhibitors (Downes, 1984; Smith, 1984 ), but we note from the data in Fig. 10 that the frequency of inhibited repair sites in the three cultures is similar, and we assume for this argument that the required correction factor would not reduce completion n and m are, respectively, the D N A break frequencies observed after 15-min incubation with or without D N A synthesis inhibitors (see Fig. 1 ). We assume that represents the total number of incision events performed by the cell in that time (4). The parameter m , measured without inhibitors, represents those sites at which repair began in the last t min of the 15-min incubation period but has not yet finished. t, the time it takes to complete repair at a single site can be estimated from the relationship t/ 15 = m /n. (From Squires et al. unpublished data.) time by more than 30 %. Finally, we assume that the rate of incision is constant over a 15 min period of break accumulation in the presence of inhibitors. Breaks detected in the absence of inhibitors must therefore arise during a period after u.v. when there was too little incubation time left for completion at the site. T hu s the fraction of repair sites that are incomplete at the end of 15 min equals the fraction of the 15 min needed to complete an incised site. These maximum estimates, shown in Table 3 , indicate that the time required to complete a site varies with the growth state and also that insulin delays completion in all. For example, quiescent cells require four times longer to complete a repair site than proliferating cells and quiescent cells stimulated to cycle by trypsin treatment, and replating require about 18 times longer than their proliferating counterparts. T he most extreme delays do not, however, exceed the 12 min duration of patch completion in 46BR fibroblasts, 40 times longer than a normal fibroblast (data taken from Squires & Johnson, 1983) .
The intriguing question of how the mitogens insulin and trypsin act to exacerbate delays in rejoining of repair patches can be partly answered. We know, from the fact that added D N A precursors can alleviate their effect, that D N A precursor pools are likely to be a target (Squires et al. unpublished). Now we have preliminary, direct evidence that deoxyribonucleotide pools are reduced by both trypsin and insulin treatment (Collins, Squires & Johnson, unpublished data) . While insulin specifically reduces purine pools by up to 50 %, trypsin reduces purine and pyrimidine pools by 3 0 -5 0 % . How commonly mitogens act in this way remains to be seen; and how reduction in D N A precursor pools fits into the overall pattern of growth stimulation is, as yet, obscure. T rypsin effects are likely to be complex, especially since the enzyme can readily gain access into cells (Hodges et al. 1973) ; and also, by cleaving surface receptors such as those of insulin (Czech, 1985) , it may radically change the cellular response to other mitogens.
Pre-S-phase fibroblasts irradiated with u.v. after detachment by trypsin rapidly develop double strand D N A damage, especially when insulin is present, though the effect is less marked than with repair inhibitors. Cells reseeded from quiescence show the greatest D S breakage, and with these cultures, also, insulin increases u.v. toxicity, reducing the D$ by a factor of almost 3 (Squires et al. unpublished).
T h e stressed fibroblasts considered above were not the first example to be discovered, of cell hypersensitivity to u.v. related to limitations of D N A precursor supply. T h e extreme u.v. sensitivity of unstimulated lymphocytes can be attributed in part at least to the limited size of the D N A precursor pool (Munch-Petersen et al. 1973) , since supplies of deoxyribonucleosides greatly improve both B and T cell survival, and also speed up the completion of the excision repair process (Yew & Johnson, 1979) . We may now be in a position to resolve the paradox of why non cycling lymphocytes should be so u.v.-sensitive even though they are in an extended holding state, which should allow repair to occur, however slowly, before the cells have to replicate their D N A . They may represent a repair-stressed situation where small pools are associated with delayed completion of the repair sites resulting in secondary D S D N A breaks and subsequent cell death. Additionally, however, a small proportion of lymphocytes may have advanced towards transformation because of this damage. T h is is an intriguing possibility. D S D N A breaks or gaps undergoing repair in mammalian cells may, as in yeast (Resnick, 1976; Orr-Weaver & Szostak, 1983) , represent an excellent substrate for mitotic recombination. Resulting rearrangements, perhaps in the form of translocations and deletions, could form the basis of subsequent transformation. T he work of Zajac- Kaye & T s 'o (1984) has shown a clear relationship between the production of D N A breaks with subsequent chromosome rearrangements and increased rates of transformation. In human fibroblasts the relationship between the induction after u.v. irradiation of long-lived repair sites by trypsin and insulin, and the promotion of genetic instability is speculative. However, several studies have demonstrated the usefulness of trypsin detachment and insulin treatment in promoting human and rodent cell mutagenesis and transformation from quiescent cultures (Milo et al. 1981; Zimmerman & Little, 1983; Grosovsky & Little, 1984; T erasim aei al. 1985) . Stressing the excision repair capacity after damage by reducing precursor availability and thereby delaying the completion of repair may be important general consequences of cell exposure to trypsin or other proteolytic enzymes, and to mitogens such as insulin. After tissues have experienced D N A damage they are subject to significant protease activity (M iskin & Reich, 1980 (M iskin & Reich, , 1981 , and also undertake rapid cell renewal presumably under control of growth factors.
Conclusions drawn about delays in the excision repair process not associated with repair synthesis inhibitors
immediate D N A precursor limitation, either related to natural oscillations of pool size associated with growth state, or to induced pool depletion by agents other than those recognized as inhibitors of precursor production or D N A polymerization (N icander & Reichard, 1985) . In cell cultures the consequences of such delayed repair are clearly seen, though they are usually less extreme than when repair synthesis inhibitors have been used. In the organism there is no direct evidence for delayed repair associated with pool constraint and we must, therefore, be careful in making any extrapolation. However, given the evidence we have from cell cultures about the production of D S D N A breaks, chromosome aberrations, and transformation and mutagenesis associated with mitogenic stimulation of specific growth stages following D N A damage, we feel that some speculation is reasonable.
We conclude that delay in the completion of repair in vivo may be an important consequence of the cellular response to D N A damage, especially since such repair behaviour is likely to occur in tissues where cell removal and renewal are commonplace. D N A templates suffering from such delay could act as substrates for recombination or deletion and both of these long-term genetic consequences could play a prominent role in cell transformation.
STUDIES WITH LIGATION
Earlier in this chapter, we noted that many of the D N A breaks accumulated with inhibitors after u.v. can be chased away when inhibitors are removed. T h is allows us to examine the kinetics of the ligation step in excision repair, and in particular its sensitivity to the ADP-ribosyl transferase inhibitor, 3-aminobenzamide (3A B); we will deal with this latter aspect first. Many laboratories have shown that D N A breakage, such as is caused by alkylation damage, results in the activation of ADPribosyl transferase, which utilizes N A D to produce polymers of ADP-ribose associated with nuclear proteins (Shall, 1984) . Arrest of its activity by 3AB results in the retention of the N A D pool and the lack of sealing of alkylation-related breaks. One possible model for the action of 3AB is the dependence of D N A ligase II on ADP-ribosylation for its activation (Creissen & Shall, 1982) .
Unlike alkylation damage, u.v. irradiation does not usually lead to the accumulation of many D N A strand breaks, and it produces only a slow, moderate fall in N A D levels. However, if repair synthesis inhibitors are used to accumulate D N A breaks in u.v.-irradiated cells, N A D levels fall further and faster as much additional poly(ADP-ribose) synthesis is induced (Jacobson et al. 1983; Collins, 1985; Squires et al. unpublished) . N A D levels also fall by 20% in cultures of human fibroblasts reseeded from quiescence, which accumulate incomplete repair sites after u .v ., especially in the presence of insulin (F ig. 10C) (Squires et al. 1986) . Though the fall in N A D can be prevented entirely by 3AB, break sealing after removal of inhibitors (though still in the presence of 3AB) is normal (Collins, 1985; Squires et al. unpublished) . A typical experiment is shown in Fig. 11 . Under these circumstances we conclude that whichever D N A ligase is involved in repair of u.v. damage in fibroblasts, A D P ribosylation is not crucial for this activity.
T h e reversal of D N A breaks accumulated after u.v. in the presence of inhibitors such as araC or aphidicolin provides a simple and quantitative measure of post incision events including ligation, an activity that is othewise difficult to study. Breaks accumulated by aphidicolin are rejoined much more rapidly than those associated with araC-arrested repair, a phenomenon attributed to the different modes of action of these agents (Cleaver, 1983; Collins, 1987) . For aphidicolin reversal (F ig. 11) the rate of break rejoining can be extremely rapid (Squires et al. unpublished) and for human and Chinese hamster cells, Collins (1987) has com puted rates of rejoining in excess of one or two breaks per min per 109 dalton over the first 10 min, surpassing by 15-fold the maximum rates of incision in these cells. Such data indicate that ligation can validly be studied in this artificial situation, especially when the period of break accumulation is short. Extending the length of inhibition results in slower rates of rejoining and less-complete reversal (Collins, 1987) during more prolonged inhibition could slow down or disrupt repair. Other explanations for less-efficient rejoining, involving D N A precursor availability, are also possible given the complex disturbance to the deoxyribonucleotide pools caused by u.v. light on the one hand (D as et al. 1983; Newman & Miller, 1984) and by inhibitors such as H U and aphidicolin on the other (Nicander & Reichard, 1985) .
We have already seen that break rejoining is retarded in u.v.-irradiated normal fibroblasts by trypsin and insulin treatment (Fig. 10) (Squires et al. unpublished) , and in C S fibroblasts by trypsin (Squires & Johnson, 1983) . In both situations addition of D N A precursors restores normal break-rejoining behaviour, implying that the effect of trypsin/insulin was to disturb either precursor supply or precursor presentation to the repair polymerase. Given the exaggerated difficulties experienced by C S cells, we examined their capacity to rejoin accumulated breaks in a standard 'recoil' situation (Squires & Johnson, unpublished) . Fig. 12 shows the time courses of break sealing for normal and C S fibroblasts and also for a C S heterozygous strain. Each culture had been reseeded recently from quiescence, before u.v. irradiation and incubation for 3 0 min with aphidicolin plus H U . One striking feature is the very marked difficulty experienced by C S cells in rejoining breaks compared with a normal cell strain. But the figure also reveals that the C S heterozygous strain is delayed, to an intermediate degree. Even when the reversal is carried out with D N A precursors present to speed up rejoining the behaviour of both C S and C S hetero zygous cells still differs from wild type, suggesting that disruption of the repair mechanism in C S cells may not simply be explained in terms of precursor supply. Studies are in progress to establish the generality of this finding with several C S strains and their heterozygotes.
SLOW COMPLETION OF REPAIR SITES IN SEVERAL HUMAN HERITABLE CONDITIONS: RELATIONSHIP WITH DEFECTS IN DNA REPLICATION
Finally, it is worth pointing out that the susceptibility of post-incision steps of D N A repair processes to disruption by agents such as trypsin may be rather widespread among heritable human diseases. For example, in recently detached progeria cells, X-irradiated in suspension, there is clear evidence of slow breakrejoining compared with a normal control (Epstein et al. 1973) . But when attached monolayers are irradiated, progeria cells reseal D N A breaks as rapidly as their normal counterparts (Setlow & Regan, 1974; Bradley et al. 1976) . X P variant cells, without apparent defects in excision repair, have also been reported to accumulate long-lived breaks in parental D N A in the absence of inhibitors (Fornace et al. 1976) and, using the accumulated break-rejoining assay, Squires & Johnson (unpublished) have now confirmed that the only X P variant strain examined to date (X P30R0) is slow to remove breaks. Whether the ease with which excision repair steps can be dissociated in C S, progeria and X P variant cells is attributable in each case to abnormal D N A precursor provision or to defects in D N A polymerization/ligation steps remains uncertain. What does seem clear is that under most circumstances dem ands made on the precursor supply by repair synthesis will be met by the cell. Certainly this is the case for C S and X P variant in log growth, and in these conditions excision repair is apparently normal. For these cells the much more serious possi bility lies in abnormal D N A replication behaviour when they are stressed either by dam aging agents or by exposure to mitogenic signals. D N A damage in C S cells caused by u.v. is associated with prolonged inhibition of both D N A and RN A synthesis, and with failure of these cells to recover normally from potentially lethal u.v. damage when held in a non-dividing state (Lehmann et al. 1979; Mayne & Lehm ann, 1982) . We should like to know, by direct measurement, whether u.v. causes hyperinstability of nucleotide metabolism in C S. T he stress induced in nucleotide metabolism by mitogenic stimulation is poorly understood, though the direct measurement of deoxyribonucleotide pool reduction associated with insulin or trypsin treatment mentioned above is perhaps the first evidence (Collins et al.
unpublished data). But trypsin is also known to cause severe arrest of entry into 5 phase in normal cells (Cam pisi & Medrano, 1983) , and can disturb precursor supply during S phase (S . Squires, unpublished). Extrapolating from the sensitivity of excision-related D N A synthesis in C S, these cells may also display an exaggerated sensitivity of replication to disturbance. T h is is currently being investigated. If, as seems likely, replication in C S is hypersensitive to the stresses involved in handling cells in culture, this would not be the first hereditary defect to display such behaviour. Bloom 's Syndrome fibroblasts, for example, show exactly this pattern, with extremely slow rates of D N A chain growth by comparison with normal fibro blasts in sparse or recently reseeded cultures (Ockey, 1979) . Each of these hereditary conditions might be regarded perhaps as a family of conditional replication mutants, defective in some aspect of D N A synthesis or synthesis-coupled step that is displayed most readily when an appropriate stress is applied. Given the complexity of the replication process and its roots in the synthesis and interconversion of precursors, the analysis may be prolonged.
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